Taking on the Systems that are Failing Working Virginians

Getting Started on Day One

Hi, and thanks for visiting my website. I'm Mike Signer, and I'm running for Lieutenant Governor to take on the systems that are failing working Virginians and their families and to shine a spotlight on problems we've all ignored for too long. I'm running to make Lieutenant Governor a public advocate for all of Virginia, not just a stepping-stone or a place-holder. As your Lieutenant Governor, I'll roll up my sleeves and get started on day one.

This is the right time for Virginia Democrats to invest in a nominee who represents the new generation of leadership. I believe my experience in Virginia government and as Deputy Counselor to Governor Warner, my achievements as an activist fighting for justice and fairness in Virginia, my work with some of the top progressive policy minds in the country, and over a decade of service as a Virginia Democratic activist and strategist make me that candidate.

I'm running for Lieutenant Governor because I believe the office can play a very active role in increasing opportunity in our economic system and helping to create new jobs, pushing our environmental system to the forefront of the country, fulfilling the sacred contract we have with veterans and military families, and fighting for justice and fairness in our democracy.

Over the course of this campaign, I'll develop and present specific plans for how a public advocate Lieutenant Governor could meet these goals by creating new commissions and serving on existing ones; creating new institutions to drive progressive policy in Virginia; forging partnerships with private and public organizations to create innovative, inexpensive, and impactful new enterprises; and launching public advocacy campaigns.

I hope you'll take part in this venture. We're creating a bottom-up movement of Virginians dedicated to the future rather than the past—to creating a new vision for one of Virginia's three constitutional offices, to challenging politics as usual, to creating a viable progressivism in a red state, and, finally, to putting Democrats back on the offense this fall.

With your help, we can get all this done—and more. Please join me.